The effect of cutaneous and deep pain on the electroencephalogram during sleep--an experimental study.
The interaction between sleep and pain has been insufficiently studied, and no experiments have investigated whether pathologic sleep patterns as seen in pain patients can be replicated experimentally by well-defined pain stimuli. An experimental model would therefore be valuable for further studies on the interaction between pain and sleep. In this study, three well-defined experimental stimuli (muscle, joint, and cutaneous pain) were applied during sleep, and the electroencephalogram (EEG) pattern was quantified. The pain stimuli were applied during slow-wave sleep in 10 healthy subjects. Using nine surface recordings, the EEG was sampled before and during pain stimuli. Frequency analysis was performed, resulting in 10 EEG features describing the responses to pain. During the muscle-pain stimulus an arousal effect was observed and a decrease in delta (0.5-3.5 Hz) and sigma (12-14 Hz) as well as increases in alpha 1 (8-10 Hz) and beta (14.5-25 Hz) activities were seen. During joint pain, however, more universal EEG changes were seen with a decrease in the lowest frequency bands [delta, theta (3.5-8 Hz) and alpha 1] and an increase in the higher frequencies [alpha 2 (10-12 Hz), sigma and beta bands]. No background EEG changes were observed during the cutaneous stimulus. There were several differences in the responses from the nine EEG channels, but no derivation seemed especially sensitive to detect the evoked changes. The study highlights the complexity of pain on the sleep EEG. The experimental model has shown that pain from different body structures, as well as signals from various EEG derivations, may give different responses in sleep microstructure.